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Jamboree 2016 Troop D740 Campover Induction
– 05 December 2015
1st/14th Brighton - Sea Scouts

SCRUFFIES NEWS
-In Which a Local Dog welcomes new friends in
Scouts, Introduces them to the sea and teaches
them everything that they need to know!

“Local Dog Ensures that
Entire Jamboree will be
a Success" and works with
new Friends on Beach Patrol
“Scruffie the Adventure Dog
(AKA BEACH MASTER SUP Board Instructor, CANINE
PATROL LEADER)” - And His NEW Friend
DRACO - The NOT so WEEDY SEA DRAGON
Thanks to his enthusiasm and great Scouting adventure skills,
Scruffie was able to convince some of the Brighton Scouts (and
their parents - Bank Managers) that they should attend Jamboree
2016.
News soon spread and thousands of Scouts wanted to join in and
so the event become national and very large. (fortunately the
Organisers are able to absorb the intense interest generated by
Scruffie)
Some troops didn't have their own beach or adventure dogs and
so were grouped together with 1st/14th Brighton so that He could
ensure that they were up to standard and maintain his reputation.
With this in Mind Scruffie (with a little help from some leaders)
hosted a induction Camp over in Brighton for Troop D740
KEY OUTCOMES
 6 Patrols of 6
 Beach Patrolled
 36 Scouts and 5 Leaders perfectly trained for
 New fiends Made
 Environment befriended
Jamboree.
and safe guarded.
 Visitors from out of Town
1
Beach
walk
to
the

No Adventure dogs (or People) were injured
shown "the sea"
Brighton Boxes
 Many Chips and Potato cakes were eaten
 Scruff teaches Draco To
Swim
 Some new scouts learned
paddle boarding
Thanks
SCOUT SKILLS
 TONY CIPRIANO : organising
1. Stand Up Paddle Boarding
 T2 helping to coordinate event
2. Water Safety
 Steph: and other leaders for helping make it
3. Pier Jumping
all work.
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TROOP D740 - 7th Ballarat, 1st North Balwyn, 1st/14th
Brighton, Allansford

Camp Tree frog

Brighton Baths Pier - Pier jumping, Stand up Paddle Boarding.
Dog Patrols. Many of Scruffie friends were walking their
owners on the Dog beach nearby.

Scruffie gets everybody to Wear the close toe shoes. Yes
even though its the beach. We are on an adventure and
feet must be protected. every Dog Knows that.

Brighton Baths - Social Place to have fun - Many
Chips were eaten . Ketchup used up

Brighton Bathing Boxes - Melbourne City - Scruffie reflects on how
lucky we are to live in Bayside.

More photos
https://www.flickr.com/photos/135350554@N06/sets/72157661416501319
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Invisible round table - Sometimes we need to communicate.
One way is to all talk at once. Another is to use structure to
enable Conversation . ...Like King Arthur.

We must be Practised and competent at working with our
equipment. Normally Scruffie would be there leading the
way. They seemed to muddle through

Scruffie is against Child labour in principle. But when we
have parental consent and its for a good cause ...

The Products: Well Some are better than others but on the
whole it looks like quality control is doing its job.

Scruffie instructs your members on Technique.

Operations: We need to operate. Someone has to.

Parade : This is a time when scouts keep quiet and listen
attentively. Examples within the photo show how naughty
scouts MAY in some circumstances break this rule.

Bed time: All scouts lie down and go to sleep on time and
without disruption. I bet the parents wonder how Scruffie
does this ? - Just another reason he is a mystery dog

